
gator.

P: Why do you think that is?

W: Well, people killed them to bootleg the hide and the meat.
And even if you do not bootleg the hides, the meat is worth
killing them for now.

P: Do people sell the meat illegally?

W: Sure they sell it.

P: I have not heard anything about it, if that is what they do.

W: Well, you know they do. There were that many gators in the
river back two or three years ago, and now there are hardly
any; you just do not see many gators in the river any more.
I am on the river an awful lot, and I just do not see them.
I saw a little one that was probably around four or five
feet long. When did I tell you this?

P: Day before yesterday.

W: The day before yesterday is when I saw the first gator I
have seen in the Suwannee River in a year.

P: I have not seen many gators, either. Up in the Okefenokee I
have seen some, but not down on the lower part.

W: Right. So you know that just in the last couple of years
[there has been considerable demand for] the meat. They say
gator tail, but you cannot tell if you are eating gator tail
or jaw. The jaw tastes just like the tail.

P: Really?

W: Sure. They have big muscles in their jaws, and there is
maybe two or three pounds of meat on each side of a good-
sized gator between his jaws and shoulders. It all is
beautiful white meat just like the tail is, so there is no
difference in the tail and other meat. So they just bone
everything out and sell it. Say you get anywhere from
twenty to fifty pounds of meat off a good-sized gator: at
three or four dollars a pound . . .

P: You are going to be making lots of money.

W: They go out and get three or four gators in one night
dishonestly, so you can see where they can make three or
four hundred dollars a night.

P: Do they sell them like people do gopher tortoises, where you
just sell them to somebody or to restaurants?

W: I do not know about that. All I am doing is just expressing
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